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1.0 Executive Summary
Team Mission Statement
Our mission statement is: “Created by God to
Pursue Excellence!” Our definition of excellence
does not mean, "win at any cost," but it's about the
journey in the end that matters. We use real-world
experiences in a hands-on environment to inspire
self-confidence, communication and leadership.
Engineering Projects In Christ, drives us to
persevere even when the odds are against us.
We are the EPIC Robotz!

While honoring our Creator, EPIC Robotz pursues excellence in the creation of complex yet elegant
robotic solutions. Using advanced curriculum and deliberate hands-on project-based learning initiatives,
we equip students with marketable skills that enable them to succeed in various STEM related careers.
We also strive to provide a place where young people can grow and learn new skills and abilities that they
never thought they had. Allowing a “hands-on” environment gives students an experience that a
classroom setting doesn’t; confidence in the ability to create! Our mentors share their real-world
knowledge about mechanics, engineering and business with our team, and as a result, are developing a
legacy at VCHS for this “Varsity Sport of the Mind.”

Why a Business Plan?
The Business Plan was created to help answer three critical questions: 1) Who are we? 2) Why are we
here? and 3) Can we sustain the future? The first two questions are answered in our motto. We were
“Created by God to Pursue Excellence,” but what can we do to sustain the future? Our business plan was
created to find the answer to that question, to document our team’s approach, and to guarantee that we
create a sustainable program for years to come. We will always strive for excellence, not just to get the
glory, but to give the glory to God. Without His support we would not be EPIC!

Team Summary
“In the beginning….” In 2008, Paul DeVries, a dedicated father and Boeing engineer started Valley
Christian’s FLL team in his living room in order to inspire young people to pursue science and engineering
opportunities. A few years later, in 2012, he started an FRC team at the high school. There were many
hurdles to overcome; classroom space, financial support, a lack of team members and mentors, etc… and
as a result, for the first two years we partnered with Team 4123, the BOMBots during our rookie year.
In 2014, we had an answer to our prayers; we gained the school’s assistance, student interest tripled and
so did our mentor base which allowed us to create our own team, the EPIC Robotz-Team 4415. It’s been
an EPIC journey ever since!
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1.1 Core Values
Students and mentors worked together to define our team’s Core Values. We believe that these are the
key to our success and to ensure we support our Mission Statement.

Gracious Professionalism

Work Together

“It’s a way of doing things that encourages highquality work, emphasizes the value of others, and
respects individuals and the community.”
- Dr. Woodie Flowers.
Our robotics team values gracious professionalism
and the value it brings to our team as well as other
teams. Although our goal is to win, gracious
professionalism teaches us to respect other teams, as
well as our own team members.

EPIC Robotz values Coopertition® of all out team
members. We use every member to help each other
build a working robot. It is essential that we each
communicate and contribute with each other to
make the robot a success. If we don’t communicate
with each other, we may get confused or fall behind
on our tasks. Likewise, if we don’t all contribute to
the work, we may not be able to get everything done.

Show Respect

Voice

Showing respect is an important value for the EPIC
Robotz. We must always remember to show respect
to our hard-working teammates as well as to our
mentors. Showing respect to others is often a good
way of recognizing the effort a guild or team member
has put into manufacturing the robot. Showing
respect helps our students get along as well as avoid
conflict between them.

Here at EPIC Robotz, we strive to allow for everyone’s
voice to be heard. While our leaders may have extra
weight in decisions, every idea holds the same
amount of weight no matter who has suggested
them. It is those that fight for their idea with passion
because they know their idea will work and work well
that bring their ideas to the top. Our team leaders
demonstrate this as they help to fight for the ideas
they know will work the best no matter who has
presented the idea to the team.

Glorifying God

Safety

“Engineering Projects In Christ.” Our robotics team
strives to glorify God in everything we do. We use all
the skills, talents, and knowledge given to us by God
to build a robot for God. As our team Bible verse
states, “Whatever you do, work at it with all your
heart, as working for the Lord, not for human
masters,” -Colossians 3:23. Our team works to build
our robot with this verse in mind.

Safety is an important value that we take very
seriously. We strive to keep our team members safe
while they work on machines, hand tools, and other
pieces of equipment they use. We make sure our
team, and anyone who enters the room, uses safety
glasses and closed-toed shoes whenever they are in
the EPICenter. We want our members to be careful
as they work, because it’s important that they learn
the importance of safety.
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2.0 Team Information
2.1 Basic Team Facts
Rookie Year

2012 was our Rookie year as the Bombots-Team 4123 (combined with
two other schools) and in 2014, VCHS broke off to form it’s own team,
the EPIC Robotz-Team 4415

Location

Cerritos, California

School Affiliation

Valley Christian High School (VCHS or VCS)
35 Students

Team Demographics

• 29 boys and 6 girls
• 10 Freshman, 11 Sophomores, 6 Juniors, and 8 Seniors

19 Mentors
• 13 full-time mentors volunteering over 20 hours a week
• 6 part-time mentors/parents volunteering and filling in where needed
Full-time mentors include:
Mentors

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 Engineer
4 Business
2 CAD
1 CNC
1 Programming
1 IT Professional
1 Electrician
1 Retired Shop Owner
1 School Teacher

Sponsors

Boeing, Walt Disney Co., Solid Works, EME, Inc., Raytheon, Elite LED
Lighting, Regency Lighting, Battery Systems, ProcessingPoint, and
Valley Christian Schools

Website

www.EPICRobotz.org

Team 4415 Business Plan - EpicRobotz.org
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2.2 Member Benefits – Why become a part of EPIC Robotz?
“Two are better than one, because they have a good return for their label. If either of them falls down,
one can help the other up.” Ecclesiastes 4:9-10
When the students of EPIC Robotz work on everything from homework to the robot, we do it together,
because like the verse says, “Two heads are better than one,” so imagine what a whole community can
accomplish. We’re a close-knit family that students want to be a part of. It is a place where kids come to
have fun; “the hardest fun they’ll ever have!” The details below specify how our community benefits.

For Students:
•
•
•
•
•
•

To learn what you want to do as a profession
To turn “classroom” knowledge into “hands-on” knowledge
To have the ability to earn scholarships and obtain internships
To learn time management skills and how to multitask
To help others through community outreach
To gain experience from mentors who have professional experience in engineering, CAD,
programming and business
• To build a robot that reflects the way our God created us
• To HAVE FUN!

For Mentors:
•
•
•
•
•

To inspire students with hands-on experience
To share knowledge with students that want to go into their field of work
To be a part of our EPIC family
To help the team with community outreach
To HAVE FUN!

For Our School:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To increase student body attendance due to the Robotics program
To have the opportunity to take dual enrollment engineering courses
To support a program that can develop each student’s God given talent
To help students receive scholarship opportunities
To help develop a STEM and business program on campus
To increase name recognition as a school that teaches about STEM
To HAVE FUN!

For Sponsors:
•
•
•
•
•

To support a program that can make the community better
To help inspire and support students to enter into a STEM or business field
To develop future interns and potential employees
To provide the opportunity to market their company
To HAVE FUN!

Team 4415 Business Plan - EpicRobotz.org
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2.3 Varsity Lettering
The EPIC Robotz truly believe that this is the “Varsity Sport of the Mind.” Together with our school
administration, we set requirements in order for students to earn a Varsity Letter in Robotics. In
2016, we were able to award our first Varsity Letters to qualified students. Students who meet team
membership requirements will need to earn 7 points as outlined below to be eligible for a Varsity
Letter in Robotics at VCHS. Opportunities to earn points are found in four categories shown below.
Points cannot be carried over from year to year.

Community involvement (Mandatory)
• 2-4 points (2 points minimum, 4 points maximum in this category)
• 1 point per community event, such as High School Open House (outside of meeting times),
school demos, library demos, Harvest Festival, community service when performed as part of the
team, special event fundraisers, etc.
• 3 points can be earned for mentoring at summer camp or mentoring an FLL or other FIRST
robotics team.

Academic Excellence
• The student must maintain a 2.0 GPA to be eligible for any team at VCHS.
• Points are earned for a cumulative GPA (weighted) that is well above average as described
below:
GPA

3.0 to 3.49
3.5 and above

1 point
2 points

Outstanding Team Attendance
• The student must meet the attendance requirements outlined in the Team Policy.
• 1 point is earned for outstanding attendance/participation as described below:
FRC Attendance: 80% or greater (Preseason) – and –
60% or greater (Build Season) – and –
100% of mandatory meetings

Robotics Team Core Competencies
• Students can earn 1 point per skill.
• Students will submit a written summary of their knowledge and ability for each skill.
• A mentor will meet with the student for a verbal review and quiz, as necessary, before signing-off.
Eligible skills are listed below:
CAD
HTML / Coding
Chassis
Business / Admin
Media / Photography / Videography
Marketing / Graphic Design / Art
CNC
Mill

LabView / Java
Manipulators
3D Printing
Animation
Robot Electronics
Safety
Lathe
Welding
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3.0 Organizational Plan
3.1 Team Structure
“...one body, many parts….” Our team is organized into seven guilds, each with at least one student
leader and one mentor. The seven guilds are Build, Business, CAD, CNC, Electronics, Machining, and
Programming. The team is also led by three executive team leads: Team Captain, Chief Engineer, and
Strategy Lead. These executive leads are responsible for leading multiple guilds and overseeing the
impact they have on the entire team. Student leaders and guilds are chosen based on applications,
interviews and specified interests listed. The executive leads apply for their positions and are
interviewed by mentors to determine their place on the team. Along with student leaders, our team is
solely supported by 19 mentors and many parent volunteers. The mentors not paired with a specific
guild oversee our team administration, travel, finances, purchases, meal planning, sponsorship,
fundraising and various other duties.

"Created by God to Pursue Excellence"
Executive Team Lead
Team Captain
Chief Engineer
Strategy Lead

Business

Build

Photo/Video
Imagery
Social Media
Web Design

Fabricate & assemble robot
using machined and welded
parts

Electronics

CAD

Creating robot design in
CAD

Machining

Programming

Design & assemble
electrical, electronic and
pneumatic systems for
robot

Using lathe, drill press,
welder and other heavy
machines to make parts

Program robot and create
Scouting System & Game
Simulation

CNC

Using CNC Machine to
fabricate parts from CAD

Team 4415 Business Plan - EpicRobotz.org
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3.2 Guilds
Our team assigns each student into a “guild” which is an area of trade, that they will eventually become
an expert in knowledge and skill. Students will master the guild they’ve been assigned to but many will
gain knowledge in multiple guilds. On top of mastering a guild, each student will also master the use of
the beloved vacuum! (Ask us about our vacuuming skills!) The following are our seven guilds:

Machining

Our Machining team are experts on the machines we use to help build the robot. Other than the CNC
machine which has it’s own guild, the machines we have in our shop are: hand drills, drill press,
hydraulic press, mill, lathe, shop saws, band saws, dremel tools, heat guns, soldering irons, grinders
and welders.

Build

The Build team takes the CAD drawings and manufactures the robot based on what they received.
They use a combination of standardized parts (like nuts, bolts, and hex shafts) that they custom make
along with parts sourced from companies like McMaster Carr to produce a functioning robot. Once our
competition robot is built, bagged and tagged they finish building our practice robot.

Programming

The Programming team makes sure the robot works. The team takes our design for the robot and
builds code around that design. For example, if we need an arm on the robot that moves up and down
to open a gate, they develop a code that makes the arm do just that. They ensure the robot is
programmed correctly in teleop mode as well as to ensure the parts of the robot function correctly.

CAD

Our Computer Aided Design (CAD) team uses SolidWorks (CAD software) to create 2D and 3D models
of our team’s robot design. Students on this team verify that the robot will properly fit together and meet
our weight requirement. The team produces detailed parts and assembly drawings for the Build Team to
use to manufacture and assemble the robot using our CNC machine as well as our 3D printers.

Business

Our Business team is the infrastructure of our team. This group acts as a liaison between our team and
our host school, Valley Christian High School (VCHS). They also help manage award submissions,
maintain business sponsor relationships, create marketing on social media, update the website, create
displays and signage for the pit and take a photo diary of each season. The business team is also
responsible for managing team attendance through ProcessingPoint.

CNC

Our CNC team uses the CNC machine and CAM software to make complicated parts with accuracy and
details. They create the models first in CAD and then send them to the CNC machine to be
manufactured. Having our own CNC machine has allowed us to manufacture parts that we used to
purchase and has greatly increased our productivity.

Electronics

Our Electronics team serves as the bridge between Manufacturing and Programming. They wire the
components to the electronics system board. This team works hand in hand with build and
programming to ensure the robot functions and works as it was intended.

Team 4415 Business Plan - EpicRobotz.org
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3.3 “…the EPIC mouse trap….”

(Disclaimer: No mice were harmed in the making of this business plan.)

Recruiting
At the beginning of each school year, our school has a “Club
Day” to promote the clubs on campus, which we participate
in to gain the interests of new VCHS students and incoming
freshman. Due to our outstanding FLL program (which
currently has four competitive and one non-compete team),
we gain about ten new freshman each year. We also hold
periodic “show and tell” nights where everyone from the
school is invited to see what we’ve accomplished throughout
the season. Our 2017 “Bag the Bot” night was our best yet!
Our school also holds “Open Houses” for prospective
families to come and see what VCHS is all about, and
during the meet and greet time with faculty, we have our
business team set up a Robotics booth to show off our team.
We tend to be the largest and most fun group there! It’s
pretty EPIC!

Boot Camp & Pre-Season Training
Every Fall Season we hold an FRC Boot Camp. During this two week time
frame we teach interested students about our program and what we do. It
allows each student to explore each guild and see what they’re interested
in pursuing. Each student gains hands-on experience in each guild making
sure they have an understanding of each area. This allows prospective
students to obtain an introduction to FRC and FIRST and learn about the
Core Values and what it takes to join our competition team. This has
proven to be fruitful as we’ve never had a more dedicated team.
Once Boot Camp is over, we move into our fall preseason training. Each
guild is responsible for building or working on a project that will help our
season or help the community around us. For example, in 2017, we built
our physics teacher marble shooters for class experiments, along with a
Proto Bot, a new Motor Controller and a better ball thrower for in-season
practice. It proved to be helpful and we were that much more prepared for
the build season!

Team 4415 Business Plan - EpicRobotz.org
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Attendance, Participation and Behavior Expectations
To help our students have a successful season, we created separate lab and meeting schedules to
accommodate our students’ hectic schedules. On top of the homework they have, our students are
extremely talented which means they’re often involved in numerous additional extracurricular activities
such as sports, band, etc… To help them utilize their time efficiently, our lab and meeting schedule is
below.

Our guild leads are required to attend all of the above meetings. For the rest of the students, the only
days required to attend are Tuesdays and Saturdays each week. However, most students are here
nearly every day with the exception of Wednesday nights and Sundays as we encourage family time and
a day of rest. Student’s time is maintained through a badge check in system and hours are recorded
daily.
In addition to daily meetings, we require all students attend the entire Kickoff Weekend (Saturday and
Sunday) and our local regional competition. Due to additional costs, attending an out of town regional
(when we can get into one) is optional.
To participate on our team, students are required to maintain at least a 2.0 GPA. Homework is extremely
important to us, and as a result, we are always encouraging each other to study and take breaks when
needed. To help support our students and their grades, mandatory meetings are not held during the
week of finals.
We expect students to be gracious professionals not only because it's FIRST’s motto, but also because
it's what Christ expects from us as Christians. As a team, we show each other Gracious Professionalism
by working together, showing respect, making sure everyone has a voice, and everyone gets to
contribute to the end result of what our robot transforms into. It’s EPIC how we all get along!

Team 4415 Business Plan - EpicRobotz.org
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Safety
The safety of our team members is very important. We are extremely careful
when in our Makerspace and always remember to wear our safety glasses,
work in pairs and always with a mentor.
We developed a “Basic First Aid” slide show to share with our team. It
demonstrates the importance of wearing safety glasses, closed toed shoes,
tying your hair back and proper utilization of all machines and tools. We
also created Safety Clearance Zones, with color coded tools/machines that
coordinate with colors on each students badge, to identify which tools
certain team members may use. If they are seen using a tool that they have
not been trained on, they are asked to step aside until they are properly
trained.
Team members are kindly reminded throughout the season when violations are seen. When
someone has too many violations they are “awarded” the “Flying Dutchman” award reminding them
that safety is important. To lose the award, they will watch a safety training video so they can brush
up on safety skills. We also have posters on our wall in the EPICenter that say “STOP,” giving anyone
who enters a friendly reminder to wear their safety glasses.
In addition to the reminders we have in our work shop, we’re always promoting safety while traveling
to our competitions. In 2016 we were honored to receive a Pit Safety Award at the Las Vegas
Regional.

3.4 Location
Valley Christian High School, in Cerritos, California allows the EPIC Robotz to have a home on their
campus. We were given an old Chemistry Lab to remodel which contained an attached green house
and annex and were also given an extra classroom across the hall. We have since turned the old
Chemistry Lab into our Makerspace (the EPICenter) and the room adjacent to that is where CAD and
Business work. The annex attached to our Makerspace is where the programmers work and we recently
refurbished our green house which is where we keep our saws and welding machine. Without VCHS
we would not have a place to work and meet.

3.5 Off-Season Events
In the off-season, we have a few opportunities to show off our robot and spread the message of FIRST.
Our school holds a Harvest Festival each year where we introduce Robotics and STEM to families that
attend the event. We participate in the Downey Steam Festival which is a community event held to bring
the message of FIRST and STEAM to the community. At the STEAM Festival, area FRC teams
compete against each other to show the community what our robots can do. We also attend a Robotics
Demonstration Night which is a community event at the Cerritos Library where we are able to showcase
our robot.
During the summer we offer a variety of classes to further the education of interested students before
pre-season. These are offered to students and even parents to promote mentorship. There is a summer
CAD class, a Pi-Bot class, and a Build Your Own 3D Printer class. On average we have about 8-10
attendees in each session.
One of our mentors has also been providing CAD training and certification in SolidWorks by providing
beginning and advanced CAD classes. We have now seen two students leave the robotics program
with their Certified SolidWorks Associate (CSWA) certification and one student with their Certified
SolidWorks Professional (CSWP) certification. Did you know that in the State of California there are
only approximately only 940 individuals with a CSWP certification? That’s EPIC!
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4.0 Outreach and Mentoring Plan
4.1 Community Outreach
EPIC Robotz has participated in many community events as well as many personal presentations to local
schools in our area. We truly love sharing what FIRST is all about and how Robotics has changed our
lives! Our goal is to continue to participate in community events such as these.

LA Fleet Week
LA Fleet Week® is a free public event held during Labor
Day weekend. It celebrates our U.S. Armed Forces at the
Port of Los Angeles. The event welcomes active military
ships and personnel to the LA Waterfront, and features
public ship tours, military equipment demonstrations, live
entertainment, educational activities and more!
Along with our team, we had teams 330, 2637, 3309 &
6554 all demonstrating our robots from the 2017 FIRST
STEAMWORKS challenge where we were able to share
our experiences and knowledge of FIRST®.

Downey Steam Festival
One example of how we helped reach the community was by
participating in a local event, the “Downey STEAM Festival”. We
brought our robot and marketing booth to share what our Robotics
program was about and scrimmages were held with local FRC
teams. It was a great opportunity to give back to the community and
share what FIRST was all about. We even had the “Helpful Honda
Guys” there to assist us in selling Kettle Korn as a fundraiser for our
team.

School Chapel Events
In the spring each year, we’ve been able to hold school
Chapel’s at the Elementary/Middle and High School campus.
One topic of discussion is our favorite movies (i.e. Spare
Parts) and how most of our favorite movies have to do with
overcoming a problem and then always having a theme of
redemption in the end. This is much like our journey in
FIRST and our walk with God. We definitely overcame
many problems but in the end we were victorious. We share
how FIRST allows us to grow individually and gain
experience through a process that makes us use our God
given talents that we otherwise may not have known we had.

Team 4415 Business Plan - EpicRobotz.org
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Southland Christian Church visits our FRC Competition
Our team challenged the youth of Southland Christian Church
in Bell, CA to come and see our team compete at the Los
Angeles Regional and they did just that! They got to see FTC
and FLL displays as well as see what EPIC Robotz is all about!
We discussed with them how they can “Go Pro” in a STEM
career and how joining FIRST Robotics teams can help them
get hands-on experience. It was encouraging to hear their
questions and learn that some of them even have Project Lead
the Way classes at their schools. Now that’s EPIC!

Admission Open Houses at VCHS
Several times a year we host a booth and show prospective VCHS
students and their parents the types of STEM learning opportunities
that the EPIC Robotz are engaged in. There is so much to share in
such little time, but we are sure to share about FIRST and what our
competitive robotics team is all about. We show them how being part
of FRC can help a student learn about themselves; what they like and
dislike, and see what they’re skilled in so they can make an educated
decision when applying to college.

VBS at Southland Christian Church
At Southland Christian Church, the Vacation Bible School (VBS)
theme was “Amazing Science” and we were asked to come in on the
last day for a robot demonstration and quick presentation. The kids
loved the robot in action! We shared that problem solvers are called
Engineers and that God is the best Problem Solver (Engineer) of us
all. We identified that sin was the problem and that God has a
solution for all people!

Cerritos Library-Robotics Demonstration Night
We are involved in multiple community events held at the Cerritos
Library. Hundreds of people come to our Robot Demonstration Night to
see our robots and hear the message of FIRST. Along with robotics
teams from Whitney High School and Saint John Bosco, we get to show
off our 3D printers, our robots and interact with the community. The little
ones loved to pass the ball back and forth with our robot and several
youth were absolutely giddy to see our 3D printer in action. An EPIC
time had by all!
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Summer Day Camp at Bethany Elementary
We had an “EPIC” day of interactive presentations to 3 groups of
campers: K-2nd, 3rd-4th, and 5th – 6th. We asked, “What is a robot?”,
demonstrated our FRC robot, showed a clip of Big Hero 6, had a
Nuts & Bolts tower competition, and answered a lot of questions! It
was fun, educational and it was a great introduction to STEM and
how much fun it can be! Even the teachers couldn’t resist building
their own towers!

VCS Harvest Festivals
Each year in the fall, we set up a booth to show off our robot and our
competitive robotics teams on all campuses. Hundreds of visitors, of
all ages, come and drive our robot and learn about FIRST and what
we do. Kids complete a timed obstacle course with our FRC robot
while their parents peruse our table with a 3D printer demonstration,
FLL robots, and our Arduino Pi-Bot’s. It’s EPIC when we get to share
our STEM knowledge!

e-Nable Project
The e-Nable Project is an amazing group of people from all over the
world who are using their 3D printers to create free 3D printed hands
and arms for those in need of an assistive device. We’ve printed a
few 3D models and are just waiting to find a match for someone who
needs them.
To get involved and donate your time visit:
http://enablingthefuture.org/get-involved/. How EPIC would it be to
help someone in need!?

Mapping the Pacific Crest Trail
One of our EPIC Students designed and 3D printed a water tight case
to aid in the ultra high tech mapping of the Pacific Crest Trail. It’s a
rather daunting task, but in time, this will serve tens of thousands of
hikers and naturalists alike. This blue case holds the electronics, SD
card, and batteries for the Long Distance Geo Logger. For more
information on this project, visit http://www.pcta.org/2014/ultra-hightech-mapping-pct-long-distance-geo-logger-19469/.
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EPIC Robotz Visits St. Marks Episcopal School
Our team loves sparking the interest of young students to love
robots and everything science. We had the opportunity to share
our love for FIRST with these young and eager students at Saint
Marks and seeing their wonder and amazement at what we do is
truly inspiring.

4.2 Mentoring Opportunities
Mentoring and assisting other teams is something we’re working
hard to achieve. We have four FLL teams at our middle school
campus (for ages 9-14) and are occasionally called on to mentor
them. With most of our team members coming out of FLL, we
have the opportunity to share our expertise with these students
and help with any hurdles they’re having, since we too have
probably had the same hurdles. We assist with kit building as
well as mentor them in their projects and programming skills.
Who doesn’t love to play with Legos?
We also have the desire to market our
Makerspace and offer it to any area FRC teams
that need assistance in making parts or using our
facility as a build area. It is our goal to reach out
to other teams and share what we’ve been so
fortunate to have ourselves.
3 John 1:8 says, “We ought therefore to show
hospitality to such people so that we may work
together for the truth.”
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5.0 Operational Plan
5.1 Season Timeline
During the first 6 weeks of competition season, every guild is hard at work. Below is a basic timeline of
how EPIC Robotz manages each task before we head to a competition.

Create &
order
marketing
materials
Take
pictures &
video to
document
season

Program
and
practice
with bot #2

Kick Off!
Review
the rules

EPIC
Timeline

Submit
Awards

(WF, Deans
List & Entre)

Update
Business
Plan

Update
Social
Media &
Website

Fabricate
& build
robot plus
practice
bot

Create
virtual
gameplay
& scouting
system
Discuss
robot
ideas and
make CAD
models

Create
Field
Mock-Up

Finalize
robot
design

Build/Manufacturing
Business
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5.2 Scheduling
Each day after school (except for Wednesdays) our general meetings are from 6:30 PM – 9:00 PM. Our
Robotics Lab is open right after school starting at 3:00 PM M-F. To ensure the robot is built on time, we
offer additional or optional work hours to accommodate students who may not be able to make a
meeting on a particular day. At 6:00 PM on those same days, we have a Guild Lead meeting to make
sure that each guild knows their tasks for the day. At the end of each day, we have a closing meeting to
discuss our progress. On Saturdays we have a meeting from 9:00 AM-4:00 PM. We also have a Guild
Lead meeting to talk about how far we've gotten on our assignments, making sure everyone has
something to do, and to prioritize our goals for the day. Sunday is our day of rest. As our Maker rested
on the 7th day, so do we.

5.3 Communication/Project Management/Work Order System
Communication in and outside of our team is handled in two different ways. Within each Guild we
communicate using a designated work order system. We can quickly create new tasks, move them to
“In Progress” and then “Completed”. Outside of the team we communicate using email blasts which is
typically used for communicating about special events or sign-ups and keeping our friends and family
updated. Our Chief Administrator sends emails to our students, mentors and families about what is
happening on our team about once a week. In our daily team meetings we go over projects we have
completed, tell the team where we are in the build process, and make sure no one is being held up. Our
website, controlled by our Business team, gets updated information from Team Leader Meetings which
is then posted to our website under a password protected page for team members only.

Business Management System

CAD Management System

Machining Management System
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6.0 Marketing Plan
6.1 Target Audience
Valley Christian High School Administration
We are continuously marketing ourselves to the administration, faculty, and Board Members of Valley
Christian High School by consistently inviting them to our Kick-Off Events, Open Houses, and
competitions. This is also done through formal and informal updates throughout the school year. We
have also received the support of the administration by advertising our robotics program through a
special radio-spot ad on 95.9 FISH Radio, as well as a special Open House featuring only our robotics
team for future families of the high school to check out.

Sponsors and Employers
Our sponsors and mentor’s employers are an essential part to the success of our team. We’ve been
blessed with Boeing bucks, Disney grants, money for Disney volunteer hours and even a refrigerator
and microwave to warm up dinners on those long nights. Sponsors can donate at different levels to our
team. Below are our sponsorship tiers showing what a company or individual will receive when
supporting Team 4415.
- Prominently displayed logo on t-shirts,
website, robot and pit banner
- Logo displayed on team trailer
- Recognition during FIRST Competition
- Thank-you letter and photo plaque

- Prominently displayed logo on t-shirts,
website, robot and pit banner
- Recognition during FIRST Competition
- Thank-you letter and photo plaque

- Prominently displayed logo on tshirts, website & pit banner
- Thank-you letter

- Prominently displayed logo on t-shirts,
website and pit banner
- Recognition during FIRST Competition
- Thank-you letter and photo plaque

- Logo displayed on website
- Thank-you letter
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Potential Team Members (Students and Mentors)
Finding potential team members is what we do best. Our school has Open Houses several times a year
where we get to inform all potential families what FIRST is all about and who the EPIC Robotz are. We
also provide them with handouts about our team and what our school offers in STEM. Plus we’re always
inviting our Middle School FLL students to tour our Makerspace so they can get excited about FRC
when they come to high school. Mentors are found through recruiting family and friends of team
members. We also require parents of team members to volunteer in some aspect as this promotes longterm mentorship. Our mentors are valued members of our EPIC family.

6.2 Marketing Opportunities
Robot Demonstrations / Speaking Events
We regularly participate in a wide variety of events where we
have the opportunity to share about FIRST and the EPIC
Robotz. Our business team hosts a booth at all VCS Open
Houses. We get to talk about how our team is organized and
how our Guild system works, as well as how our team is
created to run like a business. We also demonstrate our robot
and speak about FIRST at our high school’s pep rallies,
Elementary School Science Club, Cerritos Library events,
local STEAM festivals, various presentations at surrounding
elementary schools as well as presenting to our sponsors.
We have learned it never hurts to ask if someone wants to
come experience something EPIC!

Meet the EPIC Robotz Nights
Every year our team hosts a gathering on “Bag the Bot” night.
We invite all VCS families (from Pre-school to High School),
friends, and teachers to this event so they can see what this
“Varsity Sport for the Mind” looks like. We have several “Meet
the EPIC Robotz” meetings throughout the year, and our school
advertises our team on a local radio station to gain more
attendance. We give tours during Open Houses, introduce
attendees to our mentors and team members and show them
around our Makerspace– the EPICenter.
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Imagery: Posters, Robot Graphics, T-Shirts, Flyers, Giveaways, etc.
Our logo has always been “the robot head” but our team number was not very prominent. This season
we decided to rebrand ourselves so that our team number was front and center. We developed a
branding manual which lists out our team colors, fonts, branding look and how to use our logo as well as
develop different styles of the logo to use in different marketing situations. Although we rebranded
ourselves, people will still know us as EPIC Robotz-Team 4415.

Old Logos

New Logos

We are also extremely purposeful and strategic on what kind of giveaways we hand out each year. We
want to be sure we’re giving away fun and useful items that continue to bring the masses to our pit or
marketing booth no matter where we are! In past years we have handed out EPIC foam swords, buttons,
backpacks, rally towels, carpenter’s pencils and sharpie markers.

Online Presence
Our website is still fairly primitive, but we have a large following on social media. Our Facebook,
Instagram and Twitter combined has nearly 2,164 followers. We use our Facebook to communicate with
our VC family and friends, and our Instagram and Twitter accounts to communicate with our sponsors
and other teams. We also have a Snapchat to connect with VCS students, and a YouTube channel that
we’re working on developing. These tools help us reach our family, friends, sponsors and FIRST
community. We can be found at www.epicrobotz.org and our social media handle is #frc4415.
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7.0 Financial Plan
While we are considered a school sponsored team, financially we are completely independent from our
school as they are unable to financially support us with anything beyond our classrooms. Therefore, we
are incurring capital expenditures to ensure the long term goal of making sure our program can sustain
itself in the future. Our income comes primarily from the following sources: sponsors, grants, team
registration fees, fundraising, and volunteer income. Our goal at the end of each season is to maintain
an ending balance that will sustain our program should we incur an unexpected change such as the
loss of a sponsor or decrease in volunteer income.

7.1 Sponsors

Th e Jo h an n a Ko o im an
Livin g Tru st

Apart from student registration fees our second primary method in which we receive financial support is
from our sponsors. Currently we have thirteen sponsors and receive donations or gifts in-kind from
family friends and local businesses. Sponsorships are an important part of our long-term sustainability
and something we continue to improve upon by seeking new supporters each year.

7.2 Grants
One of our Boeing mentors applies for a $3,500.00 grant which is received by Boeing and applied to our
first Regional Competition fees.
We have also received Disney grants of $5,000.00 through the Disney Cast Community Fund for the
last seven years sharing the grants for the first four years with our FLL teams. A grant request is
submitted by our Disneyland Resort Mentor, and then applied to by our Head Coach for a specific
object such as our lathe, welding equipment, and mill.
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7.3 Team Registration Fees
Students contribute to the operational expenses of the team through pre-season fees and build season
fees. This income covers operational expenses such as team shirts, office expenses, audio visual,
food, Varsity letters, etc….

7.4 Fundraising
Throughout the years we have had a
great deal of fun through fundraising by
holding summer camps, t-shirt sales,
kettle korn sales, light bulbs from
FIRST, fundraiser nights at local
restaurants, and a special Buick/GMC
promotion with an In-N-Out truck that
the VCS and local community attended.
On March 31, 2017 our school held it’s
Annual Fundraising event and our
Robotics program was chosen to be the
top “fund a need.” We were able to
raise $33,500 for our program and
share with family investors what FIRST
has done for us.

7.5 Volunteer Income
Not only are we blessed by the mentors for their personal time, but Boeing matches each one of their
employees hours worked with an hourly rate of income based on the number of hours that mentor
volunteered to the team.
We also receive volunteer income from our Disney mentor who applies for volunteer income based on
the number of hours worked.

7.6 Other Monetary Gifts In-Kind
Our team is blessed with many additional gifts in-kind such as the special paint dipping of our robot
chassis, robot parts, software, and gifts of services such as electrical rewiring of our rooms.
We have also received generous donations by an anonymous donor that has allowed the team to obtain
equipment used within our rooms, and on our robot.
In addition, we have parents, family and friends who have supplied the team with a refrigerator,
microwave, and continually feed us lunches and dinners on late nights which allows us to celebrate our
accomplishments of the day, and take time to relax and laugh together. Without food – NO ROBOT
WOULD EVER BE BUILT!
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2018 Budget
(as of January 2018)

Sources of Funds
$58,700*

*$33,500 fundraiser not included

Uses of Funds
$58,700

Valley Christian School System 501(c)(3) is our financial fiduciary.
Team 4415 Business Plan - EpicRobotz.org
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8.0 Strategic Plan
8.1 Growth
The EPIC Robotz has a strategic plan to support our mission statement. We have several goals for our
team’s growth, sustainability and community outreach. Our ultimate goal is to not only impact the
community around us but impact our school community to ensure the longevity of the Robotics Program
at VCHS. While every high school has a football team, basketball team, etc., not every school has a
FIRST Rotobics Team, therefore we consider the EPIC Robotz to be a legacy program at Valley
Christian High School.

Our Team Goals
•
•
•
•
•

Share the message of FIRST
To grow a team surrounded by Christian values with a Christian worldview
Teach and Inspire students to be successful in a STEM related career
To gain a STEM Director to further develop the STEM curriculum at VCHS
Continue teaching dual enrollment engineering courses

8.2 Future Plans – Our 3-5 year plan
The VCHS Robotics Program is currently supported solely through volunteer parents and mentors. Our
team, along with the VCSTEMWorks Board (which is a group of parents that was developed to help
support our schools Robotics programs along with any additional STEM activities) have come together
to set the above team goals which we anticipate to be completed in the next 3-5 years.
Along with developing a more Godly team that embodies FIRST’s Core Values, our goal is to ultimately
have our program overseen by a VCS faculty member or director. The hope is that this director will
have full access to the program during school hours and develop the EPIC Robotz into something
more than an after school activity.
One goal we set for ourselves in
2017 has already come to
fruition.
Our Chief Design
Mentor and founder of our
program, Paul DeVries, started a
dual enrollment program with
Cerritos College to provide our
students additional science and
engineering opportunities. To
spread interest in STEM, this
opportunity is given to any
student at Valley Christian.
Paul, who has a Masters Degree
in Engineering, now teaches
college level engineering classes
to our students setting them on a
direct path to having four
engineering college courses
completed before graduation.
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8.3 SWOT/Risk Analysis
The EPIC Robotz completed a SWOT Analysis and identified our strengths, weaknesses, opportunities
and threats. We described how we can improve in the areas of our weaknesses, where we can grow in
opportunities and analyzed how we can minimize our threats.

Strengths

Weaknesses

1.
2.
3.
4.

Increased numbers of dedicated mentors
Increased number of dedicated students
Created a Makerspace
Flexible shop hours for students to work at
various times
5. Increased work space
6. Multiple sources of income from Boeing and
Disney via grants and volunteer income
7. Communication between Guilds using our
work order system & regular meetings
8. Built in feeder system from our FLL teams
9. Organizational structure
10. Quality control established between CAD
and Manufacturing to reduce mistakes
11. Proactive purchasing by assembling kits to
determine needs ahead of time

1. Team members are involved in other
extracurricular activities which affects their
availability for the team
2. The same lack of availability limits our teams
FIRST outreach
3. We have a small Business Guild
4. Need dedicated students to seek out
additional sponsors
5. Rushing to accomplish tasks
6. Need more dedicated students
7. Keeping in touch with our sponsors
8. Presentations to Judges are not well
prepared
9. In need of a Safety Captain

Opportunities

Threats

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Mentor to area FLL teams
1. Reduction in volunteer dollars from Boeing Share our Makerspace with area FRC teams
one of our mentors was laid off
Share FIRST with school staff
2. Loss of financial support from sponsors
Gain recognition as a STEM school
3. Loss of mentors
Speak at our pep rallies
Start a Vlog next year to show our build
progress
7. Create a “Meet EPIC Robotz” demo event
8. Have Business Guild start earlier on awards
9. Restructure our Business Guild
10. Secure a STEM teacher to take over
administration duties
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8.4 Action Plans

EPIC Robotz Team Weaknesses

How to (possibility)

Approx.
Completion

1. We need to seek out additional
sponsors and create a sub-team to
focus on sponsorship growth

Seek out a mentor with a few students
to create a list of possible sponsors,
research them and contact them.

Annually

2. We have a small Business Guild –
we need to find students interested
in areas such as animation, essay
writing, and sponsorship recruiting

Business Team Lead and Mentors
Fall 2017/January 2018

Fall 2018/Annually

3. Seeking dedicated students

Seniors to recruit dedicated freshman
to continue the program

Annually

4. Presentations to judges and award
writing to be improved upon

Business Lead and Business Mentors

Annually
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How to (possibility)

Approx.
Completion

Needed FLL alumni to volunteer during
FLL season

Annually

2. Invite sponsors to a “Meet EPIC
Robotz” demo event

Send letters/invitations in the offseason

Sept/Oct 2018 &
Annually

3. Share our Makerspace with area
FRC Teams

Send out applications to rookie FRC
teams and select one to help
throughout the year

Summer 2018 &
Annually

4. Start a Vlog to document our
season and share experiences on
YouTube

Seek a student who is good at this
and recruit them to be on our team

Annually

EPIC Robotz Team Opportunities

1. Mentor to area FLL teams
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EPIC Robotz Team Threats

How to (possibility)

Approx.
Completion

1. Reduction in volunteer dollars from
Boeing- need to secure more
sponsors

All Team Members and Business
Team

1-3 years/ongoing
effort

2. Loss of financial support from
sponsors – need to do our best to
keep supporters updated and
informed about our team

All Team Members and Business
Team

1-3 years/ongoing
effort

Team Mentors and All Team Members

3-5 years/ongoing
effort

3. Loss of Mentors – since we are
solely run by volunteers, it is a
constant threat that they may not be
available to assist our team
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